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Cation-Poor Complex Metallic Alloys in Ba(Eu)–Au–Al(Ga) Systems:
Identifying the Keys that Control Structural Arrangements and Atom
Distributions at the Atomic Level
Abstract
Four complex intermetallic compounds BaAu6±xGa6±y (x = 1, y = 0.9) (I), BaAu6±xAl6±y (x = 0.9, y = 0.6)
(II), EuAu6.2Ga5.8 (III), and EuAu6.1Al5.9 (IV) have been synthesized, and their structures and
homogeneity ranges have been determined by single crystal and powder X-ray diffraction. Whereas I and II
originate from the NaZn13-type structure (cF104–112, Fm3̅c), III (tP52, P4/nbm) is derived from the
tetragonal Ce2Ni17Si9-type, and IV (oP104, Pbcm) crystallizes in a new orthorhombic structure type. Both I
and II feature formally anionic networks with completely mixed site occupation by Au and triel (Tr = Al, Ga)
atoms, while a successive decrease of local symmetry from the parental structures of I and II to III and,
ultimately, to IV correlates with increasing separation of Au and Tr on individual crystallographic sites.
Density functional theory-based calculations were employed to determine the crystallographic site
preferences of Au and the respective triel element to elucidate reasons for the atom distribution (“coloring
scheme”). Chemical bonding analyses for two different “EuAu6Tr6” models reveal maximization of the
number of heteroatomic Au–Tr bonds as the driving force for atom organization. The Fermi levels fall in broad
pseudogaps for both models allowing some electronic flexibility. Spin-polarized band structure calculations
on the “EuAu6Tr6” models hint to singlet ground states for europium and long-range magnetic coupling for
both EuAu6.2Ga5.8 (III) and EuAu6.1Al5.9 (IV). This is substantiated by experimental evidence because both
compounds show nearly identical magnetic behavior with ferromagnetic transitions at TC = 6 K and net
magnetic moments of 7.35 μB/f.u. at 2 K. The effective moments of 8.3 μB/f.u., determined from Curie–Weiss
fits, point to divalent oxidation states for europium in both III and IV.
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ABSTRACT: Four complex intermetallic compounds
BaAu6±xGa6±y (x = 1, y = 0.9) (I), BaAu6±xAl6±y (x = 0.9, y =
0.6) (II), EuAu6.2Ga5.8 (III), and EuAu6.1Al5.9 (IV) have been
synthesized, and their structures and homogeneity ranges have
been determined by single crystal and powder X-ray diﬀraction.
Whereas I and II originate from the NaZn13-type structure
(cF104−112, Fm3 ̅c), III (tP52, P4/nbm) is derived from the
tetragonal Ce2Ni17Si9-type, and IV (oP104, Pbcm) crystallizes in a
new orthorhombic structure type. Both I and II feature formally
anionic networks with completely mixed site occupation by Au
and triel (Tr = Al, Ga) atoms, while a successive decrease of local
symmetry from the parental structures of I and II to III and,
ultimately, to IV correlates with increasing separation of Au and
Tr on individual crystallographic sites. Density functional theory-based calculations were employed to determine the
crystallographic site preferences of Au and the respective triel element to elucidate reasons for the atom distribution (“coloring
scheme”). Chemical bonding analyses for two diﬀerent “EuAu6Tr6” models reveal maximization of the number of heteroatomic
Au−Tr bonds as the driving force for atom organization. The Fermi levels fall in broad pseudogaps for both models allowing
some electronic ﬂexibility. Spin-polarized band structure calculations on the “EuAu6Tr6” models hint to singlet ground states for
europium and long-range magnetic coupling for both EuAu6.2Ga5.8 (III) and EuAu6.1Al5.9 (IV). This is substantiated by
experimental evidence because both compounds show nearly identical magnetic behavior with ferromagnetic transitions at TC =
6 K and net magnetic moments of 7.35 μB/f.u. at 2 K. The eﬀective moments of 8.3 μB/f.u., determined from Curie−Weiss ﬁts,
point to divalent oxidation states for europium in both III and IV.
■ INTRODUCTION
Complexmetallic alloys (CMAs) are receiving increasing interest
across a broad scientiﬁc community because they are structurally
intricate and exhibit complicated solid solution behaviors, as well
as physical and mechanical properties unlike those observed for
conventional metallic alloys.1,2 Typical CMA structures are
characterized by packings of metal atom clusters exhibiting
defects such as disorder and vacancies, which critically inﬂuence
their transport and mechanical properties and, ultimately, impact
their performance in applications from construction to thermo-
electric materials.2−8 With a lack of full knowledge of their
complex solid solution and related structural behaviors, which is
mandatory for the designed synthesis of task-speciﬁc CMAs for a
given application, there is a critical need to reveal what
determines the structural arrangement at the atomic level, why
a certain atom distribution (coloring scheme) in a given structure
type is preferred, and which forces are driving this. Although the
stability tendencies of certain CMAs follow the Hume−Rothery
electron counting scheme,1,9 still these guidelines are not
appropriate to fully identify the electronic structures and quite
often fail.10
CMAs are frequently observed for ternary intermetallic
compounds composed of group I or II, late transition and
post-transition elements. Among those, gold-containing phases
are special because the chemical bonding behavior of gold is
exceptionally impacted by a strong relativistic inﬂuence.11−26 As
a consequence of the relativistic eﬀect, this element is enabled to
form an extensive variety of homo- and heteroatomic clusters, as
well as mono- and polyanionic networks when combined with
more electropositive elements, which are formally cationic in
such structures.27,28 The addition of triels (Tr = Al, Ga, In) as
bonding partners, especially gallium, gives rise to a dazzling
structural chemistry. Even structures with local 5-fold symmetry
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can be realized in combination with alkali metals.16,29−32 No
wonder Au-rich CMAs with alkaline earth and rare earth metals
were structurally represented mainly by quasicrystals and their
approximants33−37 until the recent discoveries of several series
with unique homoatomic Au networks and clusters, Ae2(Au,Tr)9,
Ae(Au,Tr)7 (Ae = Sr, Eu, Ba),
11,12,17−21 and R3Au7Sn3 (R = Y,
La−Nd, Sm, Gd−Tm).38 Among such structures our interest was
attracted by CMAs with relatively low cation contents of 5−10
atom % approaching the ratios 1:11, 1:12, 1:13, and even 1:14,
which adopt the BaHg11, NaZn13, and BaNi9P5 structure types or
their close derivatives.39,40 In these CMA structures, the cations
are the minority component and serve to separate the
polyanionic networks.
Although the cubic NaZn13-type
41 and its ordered tetragonal
derivative (Ce2Ni17Si9-type)
42 are the most abundant among
these families of cation-poor CMAs, an astonishingly small
number of NaZn13-type compounds with alkali metals have been
reported to date: AZn13 (A = Li−Rb),
43−45 ACd13 (A =K−Cs),
43
and a sole ternary representative, i.e., KAg6.5In6.5.
46 The vast
majority of these NaZn13-type or related structures are cubic
(Fm3 ̅c) and contain alkaline earth or light lanthanide elements as
the cationic component. The polyanionic network is composed
of ﬁlled icosahedra (Zn13) interconnected via tetrahedral stars
(Zn8, TS) and cation-centered snub cubes (NaZn24), while its
packing can be depicted based on the CsCl structure type with
icosahedra and snub cubes in the positions of Cs and Cl and TS
occupying the octahedral voids. The direct tetragonal subtype
(Ce2Ni17Si9-type; I4/mcm, nearly 40 representatives) and its
ordered variant (LaFe9Si4-type;
47 I4/mcm) have been observed
to a lesser extent, whereas a very limited number of compounds
represent the lower symmetry space groups that belong to
tetragonal and orthorhombic crystal systems. All tetragonal
structures occupy half of the volume of the parental cubic type,
whereas the orthorhombic representatives can be derived from
Figure 1. Bar̈nighausen tree and structural relationship between the NaZn13 type and its derivatives.
Table 1. Loaded and Reﬁned Compositions for the Ba−Au−Al, Ba−Au−Ga, Eu−Au−Ga, and Eu−Au−Al Seriesa
loaded
composition phase analysis
reﬁned
composition SG a b c % (x) e/a vec
1 BaAu7Al6 cub-NaZn13
b BaAu6.86Al6.14(3) Fm3̅c 12.608(1) 100 1.95 27.28
2 BaAu5Al7 cub-NaZn13
b BaAu5.36Al6.64(2) Fm3̅c 12.4078(7) 0 2.10 27.28
3 BaAu8Ga5 cub-NaZn13
b + BaAu5Ga2
c Fm3̅c 12.6002(1)
4 BaAu7Ga5 cub-NaZn13
b BaAu6.97Ga5.13(3) Fm3̅c 12.5601(8) 10 1.86 24.36
5 BaAu7Ga6 cub-NaZn13
b BaAu7.13Ga5.03(4) Fm3̅c 12.5992(2) 16 1.84 24.27
6 BaAu6.5Ga6.5 cub-NaZn13
b + u.ph. BaAu6.96Ga5.20(4) Fm3̅c 12.5915(5) 16 1.87 24.56
7 BaAu5Ga5 cub-NaZn13
b + “BaAu2Ga2” BaAu5.90Ga6.10(2) Fm3̅c 12.495(1) 0 2.02 26.20
8 BaAu6Ga7 cub-NaZn13
b BaAu6.15Ga6.02(2) Fm3̅c 12.538(1) 17 1.99 26.21
9 BaAu4Ga8 tetragonal superstructure BaAu3.6Ga8.4(5) I4/mcm 8.771(4) 26.13(2) 0 2.37 30.8
10 EuAu7Al5 SrAu4+xAl3‑x-type
d EuAu4.82Al2.48(2) P6̅2m 8.6236(5) 7.1164(5) 1.78 14.26
11 EuAu6Al7 ortho-NaZn13
b EuAu6.09Al5.91(3) Pbcm 12.441(3) 12.306(3) 12.287(3) 0 1.99 25.82
12 EuAu5Al7 ortho-NaZn13
b + SrAu5+xAl2‑x-
typee + u.ph.
Pbcm 12.309(2) 12.335(2) 12.487(2)
13 EuAu6Ga6 tetra-NaZn13
b EuAu6.21Ga5.79(2) P4/nbm 8.772(3) 12.506(4) 0 1.97 25.60
14 EuAu6Ga7 tetra-NaZn13
b EuAu6.23Ga5.77(5) P4/nbm 8.751(3) 12.481(3)
aThe phase analyses were completed based on powder X-ray diﬀraction (PXRD) data, while the compositions were reﬁned based on the structure
solutions of single-crystal X-ray intensity data. Lattice parameters of compositions without reﬁnements were obtained from indexing peaks of PXRD
patterns. The percentage occupations of the icosahedral voids (x), valence electron to atom (e/a) ratios, and VE counts (vec) of the compounds are
listed in the last three columns, respectively. bThis structure is a cubic, tetragonal and orthorhombic derivative of the NaZn13 type, respectively.
cDetails of the crystal structure of BaAu5Ga2 have been reported elsewhere.
11 dThe majority component EuAu4.82Al2.48 crystallizes with the hexagonal
SrAu4+xAl3‑x-type.
12 eTraces of an orthorhombic SrAu5+xAl2‑x-type
12 component were identiﬁed for this composition.
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the cubic archetype byminor distortions in all unit cell directions.
Two examples are known to crystallize with the space group P4/
nbm (BaAu13‑xZnx, SrAu6Al6.3)
40,48 and four compounds with
orthorhombic symmetries, LaNi7.4In5.6 (Ibam), EuNi7.8In5.2
(Ibam), SrNi7.9In5.1 (Cccm), and SrCu7In6 (Pnnm).
49−52 More
recent research revealed a series of compounds RNi6Si6 (R = rare
earth element, SG P4/nbm and P4̅b2)53more ordered direct
derivatives of the SrAu6Al6.3-type and a monoclinic form in the
Sr−Au−Al system54 involving a mixture of ﬁlled and empty
icosahedra; however, additional research is needed to conﬁrm
last ﬁnding. The newest investigations on the RNi13‑xGax systems
(R = La, Ce)55 indicated that distortions of the parental NaZn13-
structure diﬀer with the respective composition of the
corresponding phase leading to a new orthorhombic structure
type (Fmmm). A general overview of the existing NaZn13-type
derivatives and their relationships is represented on Figure 1. The
structures of a few other compounds can also be depicted as
disordered superstructures of the NaZn13-type, i.e.,
RbAu4.0Ga8.7,
39 Cs1.4Zn16,
56 and ∼BaAu4Ga8 (Table 1). These
compositions indicate that not all compounds adopt a ﬁxed 1:13
atom ratio but are rather distributed between 1:12 and 1:13,
depending on the occupations of the icosahedral centers for both
the binary and ternary representatives.40,56−59
The critical need to understand the solid solution behaviors of
these CMAs becomes even clearer from the previously reported
ﬁndings for the structures with the general formula RT9±xX4±y (T
= transition metal; X = triel or tetrel), because the magnetic
properties of these compounds are strongly inﬂuenced by their
actual compositions.60,61 For instance, the Curie temperatures of
the compounds of the series La(FexSi1−x)13 vary widely based on
their respective compositions,62 and even a giant magnetocaloric
eﬀect has been observed for LaFe11.4Si1.6.
63 Therefore, the
distributions of atoms on the diﬀerent crystallographic positions
of these NaZn13-type CMAs can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence their
properties. These atomic arrangements are typically controlled
by two fundamental energetic contributions, i.e., the site and the
bond energies,64 which have been examined for two prototypical
compounds in this contribution.
Herein, we report on a series of new compounds in the (Ba,
Eu)-Au-(Al, Ga) systems. Although these element combinations
have not been deeply investigated, recent research in the
corresponding Zn-containing systems revealed NaZn13-type
phases with wide homogeneity ranges showing structural
transitions for certain Au/Zn ratios.48 The two diﬀerent
electropositive elements (Ba vs Eu) were chosen to investigate
size eﬀects. The triels aluminum and gallium are well recognized
for their miscibility with Au in complex ternary phases.14,16,31
Their mutual replacement allows examining the impact of size
and valence electron count on the solid solution behavior. Both
experimental and theoretical investigations have been employed
to determine the site preferences for gold and the respective triel
element in these CMAs and their inﬂuence on stability ranges
and physical properties of these structures.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Syntheses. The high purity reagents were dendritic barium pieces
(99.99%, Alfa-Aesar), europium pieces (99.9%, Ames Laboratory), gold
ingots (99.997%, BASF), aluminum ingots (99.999%, Alfa-Aesar), and
gallium chunks (99.999%, Alfa-Aesar). The Eu powder was obtained by
ﬁling large ingots, which were mechanically polished prior to every use,
whereas the surfaces of the Ba pieces were cleaned by scraping the
oxidized layer oﬀ with a scalpel prior to sample preparation. All
chemicals were stored and handled in N2- and Ar-ﬁlled glove boxes with
strict exclusion of air and moisture (H2O < 0.1 ppmv). 0.3−0.8 g
mixtures of the metals weighed corresponding to the targeted
compositions were loaded into precleaned tantalum ampules, which
were sealed in an arc-welder under a reduced Ar-atmosphere. Then,
these ampules were encapsulated in evacuated fused silica jackets or
Schlenk tubes to prevent reactions of the tantalum containers with air at
high reaction temperatures. The following temperature programs were
applied to the reaction mixtures: (Ba−Au−Al) heat at 1000 °C for 1 day,
then slowly cool to 750 °C (5 °C/h) and anneal at this temperature for 3
days; (Ba−Au−Ga) prereact at 800 °C for 8 h to avoid reaction of Au or
Ga with the tantalum containers, quench and, ﬁnally, anneal at 400 °C
for 5 days; (Eu−Au−Al) heat at 1000 °C for 2 h, slowly cool to 300 °C
(5 °C/h), quench in water; and (Eu−Au−Ga) heat at 800 °C for 2 h,
quench by immersion into room temperature water. Compositions of all
loaded samples and analyses of constituent phases are presented in
Table 1. All products appeared as black metallic chunks of polyhedral
shape, which are stable against exposure to air and moisture at room
temperature as commonly observed for Au-rich intermetallics.11 Some
deviations between the compositions as loaded and as reﬁned from X-
ray structure analysis were encountered for all single phase samples with
Ga. All synthetic strategies and detailed results obtained are discussed in
Results and Discussion (Table 1).
X-ray Diﬀraction. Powder X-ray diﬀraction data were collected at
room temperature on a STOE STADI P (area detector; STOE,
Darmstadt, Germany) and PANalytical X’Pert diﬀractometers (PAN-
alytical B.V., Almelo, The Netherlands) using Cu−Kα1 radiation (λ =
1.54059 Å). All samples were ﬁrst ﬁnely ground and then dispersed
between Mylar sheets with vacuum grease, which were ﬁxed between
split aluminum rings. Full phase analyses of the measured powder X-ray
diﬀraction patterns were carried out with the WinXPow software
package65 and revealed that the title compounds were obtained as high-
yield (>95 mol %) or single-phase products (Figure 2). Single crystals
were selected from the bulk materials, ﬁxed on glass ﬁbers with grease,
and mounted on a Bruker APEX CCD diﬀractometer (Bruker, Inc.;
Madison, USA). Sets of single crystal X-ray intensity data were collected
at room temperature using Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å) in φ- and
ω-scan modes with at least 800 frames and exposures of 15−20 s/frame.
Initial indexing pointed to cubic (I and II), tetragonal (III), and
orthorhombic (IV) unit cells and, accordingly, the corresponding
Figure 2.Measured and simulated powder patterns of BaAu7.1Ga5 (top),
EuAu6.2Ga5.8 (middle), and EuAu6.1Al5.9 (bottom).
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orientation matrices were used for full acquisition of sets of single crystal
X-ray intensity data. The raw intensity data were integrated over the
entire reciprocal sphere with the aid of the SAINT program as
implemented in the SMART software package.66 Multiscan absorption
corrections were carried out using the SADABS program.67
Applying the extinction conditions on the intensity data through the
XPREP algorithms coded in the SHLEXTL suite68 assigned the space
groups Fm3 ̅c (No. 226), P4/nbm (No. 125), and Pbcm (No. 57) to the
cubic BaAu6±xGa6±y and BaAu6±xAl6±y, tetragonal EuAu6.2Ga5.8, and
orthorhombic EuAu6.1Al5.9, respectively. The initial atomic parameters
were obtained using direct methods (SHELXS-97) and reﬁned in full
matrix least-squares on F2 (SHELXL-97)69 including anisotropic atomic
displacement parameters for all sites. Close inspections of the
anisotropic displacements for I, II, III, and IV revealed mixed (Au/
Tr) occupations (Tr = Al, Ga) for Wyckoﬀ sites 96i and 8b in I and II,
one 8m and the 16n positions in III, and two 8e sites in IV (see Table 3).
Details of the data collections and reﬁnements may be extracted from
Table 2 and SI. All atomic positions are listed in Table 3, while further
crystallographic information can be found in the CIFs in the SI.
Magnetic Measurements. Magnetic properties were investigated
for the tetragonal EuAu6.2Ga5.8 and orthorhombic EuAu6.1Al5.9.
Polycrystalline samples of III (36.2 mg) and IV (6.0 mg) were loaded
into fused silica sample holders with gastight lids and then transferred to
a Quantum Design (MPMS) SQUID magnetometer. The temperature-
dependent magnetic susceptibilities of III and IV were measured in a dc
ﬁeld of 1 kOe over a temperature range from 2 to 300 K. Isothermal
magnetization was measured in magnetic ﬁelds of up to 70 kOe at
temperatures of 2, 5, and 10 K.
Computational Details. To provide insights into the composi-
tion−structure−property relationships for tetragonal EuAu6.2Ga5.8 and
orthorhombic EuAu6.1Al5.9, density functional theory (DFT)-based
computations were performed on idealized “EuAu6Ga6” and “EuAu6Al6”
compositions. In the orthorhombic “EuAu6Al6” model the M9 and M10
positions were fully occupied by the major component aluminum, while
the M6 sites (Wyckoﬀ site 8m) in “EuAu6Ga6” were fully occupied by
gallium atoms. Because the M5 positions (Wyckoﬀ site 16n) exhibit
nearly 50:50 ratios for the tetragonal structure III, diﬀerent atom site
distributions, hence, coloring models (see Coloring Models and Total
Energies and Supporting Information) were examined to identify the
lowest total energy model. Full structural optimizations and spin-
polarized band structure calculations on “EuAu6Ga6” and “EuAu6Al6”
were carried out with the projector-augmented wave (PAW) method of
Blöch70 as implemented in the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP) by Kresse and Joubert.71−75 Correlation and exchange were
described by the Perdew−Burke−Enzerhof general gradient approx-
imation (GGA−PBE).76 An eﬀective on-site Coulomb interaction term
(Ueff = 3.0 eV) was included in the Kohn−Sham Hamiltonian of the
spin-polarized computations to account for the strong correlations
within the Eu 4f-states.77,78 Starting meshes of 4 × 4 × 4 up to 7 × 7 × 7
k-points were used to sample the ﬁrst Brillouin zones for reciprocal space
integrations, while the energy cutoﬀs of the plane-wave basis sets were
set to 500 meV. With these settings the calculations converged until the
energy diﬀerence between two iterative steps fell below 10−7 eV/cell.
A full (chemical) bonding analysis was completed based on the crystal
orbital Hamilton populations (COHP) and their respective integrated
values (ICOHP), which were calculated with the tight-binding linear-
muﬃn-tin orbital (TB-LMTO) method in the atomic sphere
approximation (ASA) using the Stuttgart code.79,80 Particularly, the
oﬀ-site projected density of states (DOS) are weighted by the respective
Hamilton matrix elements to reveal bonding and antibonding
interactions in the structure.81 The Wigner-Seitz (WS) radii were
automatically generated and empty spheres (ES) were included to
achieve optimal approximations of full potentials. The calculations
employed the following orbitals (downfolded82 orbitals in parentheses):
Au-6s/-6p/-5d/(−5f); Eu-6s/(-6p)/-5d; Al-3s/-3p/(-3d); Ga-4s/-4p/
(-4d). The corresponding WS radii [Å] were Au, 2.81−2.98; Eu 4.41−
4.83; Al, 2.71−2.84; Ga 2.75−2.82. The VASP-based band structure
calculations on “EuAu6Ga6” and “EuAu6Al6” revealed small dispersions
for the Eu-4f states indicating rather localized states. Therefore, the Eu-
4f states were treated as core-like states in all TB-LMTO-based
calculations in accord with recently reported results on rare-earth-
containing compounds.83−85 The tetrahedron method86 was used for
reciprocal space integrations, which employed 5× 5× 5 k-points sets for
both structural models, “EuAu6Ga6” and “EuAu6Al6”. Plots of the DOS
and −COHP curves are shown below (Figures 7 and 8), while site-
projected DOS curves and the integrated −COHP values can be found
in the Supporting Information. To provide further insight into the
general bonding features of these structures, the electron localization
Table 2. Details of the Single Crystal X-ray Measurements and Data Collection of the Cubic BaAu7.13Ga5.03(4), BaAu6.86Al6.14(3),
Tetragonal EuAu6.21Ga5.79(2), and Orthorhombic EuAu6.09Al5.91(3)
emp form BaAu7.13Ga5.03(4) BaAu6.86Al6.14(3) EuAu6.21Ga5.79(2) EuAu6.09Al5.91(3)
form. wt. 1892.16 1653.55 1779.12 1509.10
space group Fm3̅c Fm3̅c P4/nbm Pbcm
a, Å 12.5992(2) 12.608(1) 8.772(3) 12.441(3)
b, Å 12.306(3)
c, Å 12.506(4) 12.287(3)
volume, Å3 2000.0(1) 2004.2(4) 962.4(5) 1881.1(8)
Z 8 8 4 8
density (calculated), g/cm3 12.568 10.960 12.279 10.665
μ, mm−1 121.213 104.306 116.526 101.489
F(000) 6200 5422 2932 4962
θ range, ° 3.23−28.33 4.57−31.93 4.63−31.98 2.33−27.56
index ranges −16 ≤ h ≤ 16 −11 ≤ h ≤ 18 −13 ≤ h ≤ 12 −16 ≤ h ≤ 16
−16 ≤ k ≤ 16 −13 ≤ k ≤ 13 −12 ≤ k ≤ 12 −15 ≤ k ≤ 16
−16 ≤ l ≤ 16 −15 ≤ l ≤ 18 −17 ≤ l ≤ 17 −15 ≤ l ≤ 15
reﬂections collected 5919 1583 11498 15559
independent reﬂections 125 166 888 2270
reﬁnement method full-matrix least-squares on F2
data/restraints/parameters 125/0/11 166/0/11 888/0/40 2270/0/127
goodness-of-ﬁt on F2 1.16 1.15 1.02 0.996
ﬁnal R indices [I > 2σ(I)]a R1 = 0.025, wR
2 = 0.043 R1 = 0.037, wR
2 = 0.072 R1 = 0.038, wR
2 = 0.074 R1 = 0.039, wR
2 = 0.068
R indices (all data) R1 = 0.036, wR
2 = 0.047 R1 = 0.054, wR
2 = 0.077 R1 = 0.073, wR
2 = 0.087 R1 = 0.066, wR
2 = 0.075
Rint 0.087 0.067 0.117 0.117
largest diﬀ. peak and hole, e−/Å3 1.43 and −1.87 1.76 and −2.59 2.61 and −2.95 3.81 and −3.76
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function (ELF) was evaluated for “EuAu6Ga6” using the VASP
code71,72,74 (see above). Plots of the localization domains and
isosurfaces were graphically depicted utilizing the WXDragon software
package87 and are shown below (Figure 9).
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Systematic investigation of several systems with heavy, active
divalent metals, gold, and triels have resulted in the discovery of
novel diamond-like gold networks in fairly cation poor regions,
i.e., <15 atom %.11,12,17−19,21 In this work, the cation
concentration was decreased below 10 atom % in order to
investigate formations on the border of polar intermetallics and
Hume−Rothery phases. A variety of systems have been chosen to
investigate the inﬂuence of geometric and electronic factors of
both cationic and anionic parts. Appreciably wide homogeneity
ranges with no changes to the structure have been detected in the
Ba systems, whereas nearly point compositions exist for the Eu-
containing compounds.
Crystal Structures and Existence Ranges. Crystals of the
cubic NaZn13-related phases BaAu6±xGa6±y (I) and BaAu6±xAl6±y
Table 3. Atomic Positions and Equivalent Anisotropic Displacement Parameters for the Cubic BaAu7.13Ga5.03(4) and
BaAu6.86Al6.14(3), the Tetragonal EuAu6.21Ga5.79(2) and the Orthorhombic EuAu6.09Al5.91(3)
atom position x y z Ueq, Å
2 SOF ≠ 1
BaAu7.13Ga5.03(4)
Ba1 8a 1/4 1/4 1/4 0.0121(8)
Au1/Ga1 96i 0 0.1241(1) 0.1764(1) 0.0279(3) 0.59/0.41(1)
Ga2 8b 0 0 0 0.034(14) 0.16(2)
BaAu6.86Al6.14(3)
Ba1 8a 1/4 1/4 1/4 0.0098(8)
Au2/Al2 96i 0 0.1251(1) 0.1789(1) 0.0229(3) 0.56/0.44(1)
Au3/Al3 8b 0 0 0 0.018(3) 0.13/0.87(1)
EuAu6.21Ga5.79(2)
Eu1 2a 1/4 1/4 0 0.0104(4)
Eu2 2b 1/4 1/4 1/2 0.0113(4)
Au3 8m 0.5772(1) 0.4228(1) 0.1206(1) 0.0164(2)
Au4 8m 0.3819(1) 0.6181(1) 0.4294(1) 0.0214(2)
Au5/Ga5 16n 0.1938(1) 0.0546(1) 0.2527(1) 0.0154(3) 0.53/0.47(1)
Au6/Ga6 8m 0.3687(2) 0.6313(2) 0.4209(1) 0.0112(7) 0.06/0.94(1)
Ga7 8m 0.5841(2) 0.4159(2) 0.3648(2) 0.0148(5)
EuAu6.09Al5.91(3)
Eu1 4c 0.0047(1) 1/4 0 0.0089(3)
Eu2 4c 0.5051(1) 1/4 0 0.0080(3)
Au1 4d 0.3852(1) 0.1806(1) 1/4 0.0071(2)
Au2 4d 0.6335(1) 0.3422(1) 1/4 0.0075(2)
Au3 4d 0.0591(1) 0.6273(1) 1/4 0.0149(3)
Au4 8e 0.0699(1) 0.5179(1) 0.6174(1) 0.0114(2)
Au5 8e 0.2449(1) 0.6835(1) 0.1246(1) 0.0116(2)
Au6 8e 0.2465(1) 0.1202(1) 0.0694(1) 0.0087(2)
Au7 8e 0.3763(1) 0.4967(1) 0.0814(1) 0.0079(2)
Au8 4d 0.0893(1) 0.3656(1) 1/4 0.0086(3)
Au9/Al9 8e 0.2550(4) 0.3165(4) 0.1297(4) 0.013(2) 0.04/0.96(1)
Au10/Al10 8e 0.7521(4) 0.3835(4) 0.0699(4) 0.011(2) 0.04/0.96(1)
Al11 4d 0.4328(6) 0.3821(7) 1/4 0.010(3)
Al12 4d 0.1428(7) 0.1512(7) 1/4 0.010(2)
Al13 4d 0.1256(7) 0.8216(7) 1/4 0.009(2)
Al14 8e 0.1360(5) 0.5029(5) 0.0850(5) 0.013(1)
Al15 8e 0.4248(5) 0.0101(5) 0.1290(5) 0.007(1)
Al16 4d 0.5873(1) 0.1250(7) 1/4 0.008(2)
Figure 3.Crystal structures of (a) BaAu6±xTr6±y, (b) EuAu6.2Ga5.8, and (c) EuAu6.1Al5.9 with Ae@(Au12Tr12) snub cubes (lavender and gray) and various
types of distorted, empty (red and green), and ﬁlled (tan) icosahedra. Au atoms are orange, Tr are blue, and Au/Tr mixed positions are yellow.
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(II) have been obtained over a wide range of compositional
loadings including variation of both Ba and M. Here and later we
use M for any mixture of Au and triel (Tr = Al and Ga) and Au/
Tr ratios (Table 1). They can be described by the general formula
Ba(AuxTr1‑x)12−13 (x ≈ 0.4−0.6) with diﬀerent x values for the
Ga and Al systems. Ba−Au−Ga compounds have been observed
for Au/Ga ratios of 1.41−0.97 and, as a rule, very low occupation
of the icosahedra centers, 10−17%. It is interesting that empty
icosahedra are observed in loadings with Ba/M ratios higher than
1:12 in equilibrium with other phases. The fully occupied
specimens could not be detected in the samples with
stoichiometric 1:13 ratio, so the homogeneity ranges for this
solid solution can be expressed as BaAu5.9+xGa6.1‑x+δ (x = 0−1.2, δ
= 0−0.17). A somewhat diﬀerent situation is observed for the
Ba−Au−Al system, where no partial occupation is evident for the
centers of the icosahedra; however, both empty (BaM12) and
fully occupied (BaM13) cases are present. This solid solution goes
into the Al-richer regions and follows the description
BaAu5.4+xAl6.6‑x+δ (x = 0−1.9, δ = 0 or 1). Formally only the
fully occupied BaAu6.9Al6.1 belongs to the classic NaZn13-type,
while all other compositions with both Ga and Al represent two
ordered and disordered derivatives of the latter.
The crystal structures of I and II (Figure 3a) consist of three
diﬀerent building blocks − M12−13 icosahedra (tan) in three
diﬀerent adaptations depending on the composition, M8
tetrahedral stars (TS, connecting the tan icosahedra) and
BaM24 snub cubes (purple). In spite of the cubic symmetry for
I and II all three polyhedra are signiﬁcantly distorted and
represent lower symmetric derivatives of an icosahedron (Ih),
tetrahedral star (Td) and rhombicuboctahedron (Oh), each of
which belong, respectively, to the point groups Th, D2d, and O.
The packing of these three units is best described on the basis of
the CsCl structure type with icosahedra and snub cubes in the
positions of Cs and Cl, and TS occupying all octahedral voids in
this representation of the initial structure. An alternative
description is based on the TS packing due to the closest M−
M distances in the structure within these groups: a tetragonal
antiprismatic array of TSs results in small octahedral and large
cuboctahedral voids, which are ﬁlled by M12+x icosahedra and
BaM24 snub cubes.
The tetragonal phase (Figure 3b) EuAu6.2Ga5.8 represents a
lower symmetry derivative of the Ce2Ni17Si9 type.
42 Within the
small family of compounds with primitive tetragonal cells, a
minor homogeneity range was reported only in BaAu13‑xZnx,
48
while both SrAu6Al6.3
40 and EuAu6.2Ga5.8 (III) do not form
signiﬁcant solid solutions. Diﬀerent loadings have been examined
within the Eu/M range from 1:12 to 1:13 (Table 1); however, no
or just minor centering of the icosahedra has been observed.
In contrast to I and II with nearly 50/50 occupancy of all
anionic sites, just two positions in the tetragonal EuAu6.2Ga5.8
(8m and 16n) are mixed; however, one of them (8m) shows very
minor involvement of Au atoms. A very similar situationone
position with 50/50 occupancy and a number of sites with
minimal “impurities”is also observed for all compounds within
this family. This substantial ordering leads to the signiﬁcant loss
of both local and unit cell symmetry in the Eu-containing
compounds relative to the barium phases: the icosahedra in III
possess C2v point symmetry, the tetrahedral stars retain just one
symmetry plane (Cs), and the snub cubes are completely
asymmetric (C1). For a better understanding of these symmetry
changes, the icosahedra can be represented as parallel membered
rings along both the pseudo ﬁve- and 3-fold axes. Within the six
possible directions for the former, we chose one which could lead
to pseudo 5-fold symmetry by varying the atomic distribution in
themixed sites (i.e., Au−5Ga−5Au−Ga). This pseudo 5-fold axis
lies in one of the symmetry planes and encloses an angle of 36°
with the 2-fold axis. The average composition of such rings along
the selected direction is Au−(Au + 4Ga)−(4Au + Ga)−Ga.
Since one position in this structure is Au/Ga mixed, four
essentially diﬀerent coloring options are possible and will be
discussed in the next sections. These coloring options allow few
diﬀerent mutual orientations of the ﬁve-membered rings
resulting in diﬀerent symmetries and numbers of homo- and
heteroatomic contacts.
Crystals of the orthorhombic phase have been obtained from
samples loaded with diﬀerent Au/Al ratios (0.7−0.9) and follow
the formula Eu(Au,Al)12. The unit cell parameters exhibit
insigniﬁcant deviations (within 1.5%) relative to those of the
related cubic phases in the Ba−Au−Tr systems indicating very
minor homogeneity ranges. The centers of the icosahedra are
unoccupied, and compositions loaded with higher amounts of
gold led to the formation of EuAu4.82Al2.48(2), which crystallizes
with the hexagonal SrAu4+xAl3‑x-type (P6 ̅2m)
12 and is composed
of hexagonal diamond-like Au host frameworks.
All positions in EuAu6.1Al5.9 (IV) are well-ordered with minor
exceptions for two Al sites containing 4% Au (8e, 8e). In contrast
to the cubic and tetragonal structures, there are two diﬀerent Au/
Al icosahedra and snub cubes (Figure 3c). Icosahedra shown in
red are nearly ideally shaped, whereas those in green are slightly
compressed. The compositions of each are almost identical,
∼Au6Al6, but the partitioning of the Au and Al positions is
slightly diﬀerent. Parallel membered rings along the pseudo 5-
fold axis are Au−5Al−5Au−Al (CS, green) and Au−(4Al + Au)−
(4Au + Al)−Al (CS, red). The latter can also be described as
3Au−3Al−3Au−3Al along the pseudo 3-fold axis (nearly
approaching C3v), which is a slightly higher symmetric ordering
than that in III. The mutual distribution of Au and Al positions in
IV results in an almost maximal number of heteroatomic bonds
within the icosahedra −20 in green and 18 in red. Tetrahedral
stars and snub cubes in both orthorhombic and tetragonal phases
exhibit the same symmetries − CS and C1, respectively.
Interatomic distances and their distributions diﬀer slightly
from I to IV. Ba−M distances show very minor correlation with
the anion type and the anion II/anion I ratio−3.636−3.647 Å. In
tetragonal III a broader distribution of the Eu−M distances,
3.542−3.683 Å, is evident due to the symmetry of this
compound, but with a clear separation into shorter (Eu−Au),
middle (Eu−M), and longer (Eu−Ga) contacts. Further
decrease of symmetry in IV leads to very complicated and
almost completely overlapping Eu−Au and Eu−Al distance
ranges 3.333−3.688 and 3.495−3.721 Å, respectively, while a
similar situation is also observed for the interatomic M−M
contacts. The Ba-containing phases exhibit ﬁve segments in the
ranges from 2.564 to 3.154 Å including distances from the
icosahedra centers, 2.717 and 2.752 Å for I and II, respectively.
The icosahedral distortion in III results in wider M−M
distribution ranges (2.586−3.272 Å) with some groups forming
narrow spans, while there are pretty broad bond zones between
2.518 and 3.242 Å in IV. As a general tendency, M−M distances
within the icosahedra are in the upper part of the bond distance
spectrum than those in the tetrahedral stars connecting them.
The highest symmetric icosahedra of the cubic phases exhibit two
distinctly diﬀerent M−M separations, 2.796 and 3.112 Å, which
indicates a distortion of the polyhedron, whereas nearly 40
diﬀerent contacts are evident in IV. Accordingly, these
distortions correspond to a symmetry decrease from cubic to
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orthorhombic, which can be recognized from the powder
patterns of all phases (Figure 2). Centering of the icosahedra
cluster leads to proportional increase of its radius and all M−M
contacts. For instance, the latter are 2.709 and 3.052 Å in
BaAu5.36Al6.64 and ∼2−3% shorter than in the Al-poorer
analogue II.
Geometrical Analysis and Related Phases. Even though
electronic aspects are a major factor for the formation of a
particular compound and structure and the presence of certain
stability ranges, geometrical restrictions are known to play an
important role among the binary representatives of the NaZn13-
type. In particular, the rA/rM radius ratios, in which rM is the
metallic radius of the major component and rA is the ionic radius
of the minority element, are regarded as a stability criterion of the
binary NaZn13-type compounds.
56,88 For instance, these ratios
range from 0.961 to 1.234 for all binary AM13 (M = Zn or Cd)
combinations and structures with signiﬁcant rA/rM deviations, as
e.g., in a hypothetical “CsZn13”, have not been observed.
Applying this criterion to the unique ternary NaZn13-type
representative with alkali metals, i.e., KAg6.5In6.5,
46 yields a rA/rM
ratio of 0.920, while the ratios of alkaline earth- and rare earth-
containing representatives range from 0.861 to 1.091. Still, more
recent research in the Ba−Au−Zn system extended this range to
1.167. The rA/rM ratios of EuAu6.1Al5.9 and EuAu6.2Ga5.8, 0.943
and 1.031, resemble those of the previously reported compounds
well, whereas the ratios of BaAu6Al6 and BaAu6Ga6 are close to
the upper limit − 1.122 and 1.159. Accordingly, BaAu6Al6
possesses a wide homogeneity range, whereas the analogous
gallide is formed in the gold-richer part (Table 1). Notably, these
ranges can also be applied to the tetragonal Ce2Ni17Si9- and
SrAu6Al6+x-type, while RbAu4.0Ga8.7
39 with rA/rM = 1.49 adopts a
tetragonal superstructure with a combination of mixed
occupancies and split positions.
Site Preference, Ordering and Coloring Models and
Total Energies. The cubic phases I and II feature almost
completely disordered anionic parts, the tetragonal compound
(III) is partially disordered, whereas the orthorhombic phase
(IV) can be considered as an ordered variant (Table 3). To
understand the origin of the atom distribution in the cubic and
tetragonal compounds, a statistical bonding analysis of
heteroatomic and homoatomic contacts has been performed at
ﬁrst for the orthorhombic model IV (Figure 4). Therefore, the
bond distributions in the two distinct icosahedra, the tetrahedral
stars connecting them, and the total per cell were analyzed. The
icosahedra exhibit 20 and 18 heteroatomic bonds out of 30 or 19
on average per icosahedron. These contacts are supplemented by
16 extra Au−Al bonds in the surrounding tetrahedral stars, such
that the experimental models results in (19 + 16) × 8 = 280
heteroatomic Au−Al bonds per unit cell. This value represents
∼65% of the Au/Al−Au/Al bonds in the structure.
It is not clear whether this distribution of Au and Al atoms
within the icosahedra would allow reaching the maximum
number of heteroatomic bonds since 50% of the icosahedra
exhibit just 18 out of 20 possible Au−Al contacts. Can this loss be
compensated by changing the bond proportions within the
tetrahedral stars? To answer this question and to estimate the
maximum possible number of heteroatomic bonds in this
structure, a computational strategy described in general detail
elsewhere89 has been applied. Indeed, the simulation outcome
correlates very well with the results of the experimental
reﬁnements and leads to an important conclusion: the
heteroatomic bond proportion does not depend on the cell
symmetry directly but on the local atomic environment. The
cubic face-centered cell of I with complete anion disorder can be
reduced to a tetragonal body-centered with 50% of the initial
volume or even a triclinic primitive lattice with 25%, and such
changes do not aﬀect bond proportions. On the other hand,
partial ordering in the structure changes the cell shape (crystal
system), atomic coordinates and, as a result, bonds lengths and
their numbers. A completely ordered variant with the maximum
number of heteroatomic bonds exists for the orthorhombic
system, while both cubic and tetragonal symmetries failed.
Several variants of the NaZn13-type have already been reported
to adopt orthorhombic symmetry, such as LaNi7.4In5.6,
EuNi7.8In5.2, SrNi7.9In5.1, and SrCu7In6
49−52 with the last example
being chemically and structurally closest to EuAu6.1Al5.9 (Figure
1). The cell parameters of all compounds show small deviations
from those of the cubic structure due to signiﬁcant symmetry
breaking. In SrCu7In6 the anionic sites are completely ordered
with no mixed or partially occupied positions and a somewhat
diﬀerent coloring of the icosahedra relative to IV. The mutual
distribution of Cu and In leads to a slightly lower number of
heteroatomic bonds within the icosahedra, 16 and 18, and exactly
same number of intericosahedral bonds as in the Eu−Au−Al
case, 16 on average per cluster. This results in 61% heteroatomic
Cu/In contacts per unit cell, which is 4% less than in IV.
Table 4 illustrates bond statistics and total energies for the
optimized experimental and a number of hypothetical models for
“EuAu6Ga6” and “EuAu6Al6” (Figures 4 and S1). The numbers of
interatomic contacts that could be considered as bonding were
counted separately from the total numbers. Because the bond
ranges do not show any clear gap for some models, 2.85 Å has
been chosen as a reasonable upper limit for Au−Tr bonds based
on structures I and II. Among all possible combinations in the
cubic cell of the BaAu6Ga6-type, the maximum possible number
of the Au−Ga heteroatomic bonds is 288 or 2/3 of the total M−
Figure 4. Selected coloring models for “EuAu6Al6” and “EuAu6Ga6”: (a)
idealized experimental “EuAu6Al6”, (b) cubic primitive with 240
heteroatomic bonds, (c) cubic primitive with 144 heteroatomic
bonds, (d, e, f) experimental “EuAu6Ga6” with 144, 132, and 120
heteroatomic bonds, respectively. Au atoms are marked orange and Tr
are blue.
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M bond number. That number, however, cannot be reached in
either cubic or tetragonal symmetry and explains the disorder in
I, II, and III and a ≈ b ≈ c (or a ≠ b ≠ c) in IV. Contrariwise,
symmetry loss leads to a change of both total and heteroatomic
bond numbers resulting in 280 for the latter. Thus, two
conditions are necessarysymmetry decrease is required to
avoid too many restrictions in atomic positions, while eﬃcient
packing is essential to keep the maximum number of contacts
within bonding ranges. At ﬁrst glance it might appear strange that
initially identical models with Al and Ga result in slightly diﬀerent
total bond counts; however, cell shape, volume, and coordinate
optimization results are diﬀerent for both triels.
An analysis of the total energies for selected coloring models
(Table 4) reveals that the experimental orthorhombic model is
the most preferable for “EuAu6Al6” in spite of a somewhat lower
proportion of heteroatomic Au−Al contacts when compared to
the tetragonal model with coloring option 1. On the other hand,
this proportion is considerably higher for the ranges <2.85 Å,
which provide the largest contribution to the total bonding. The
experimental orthorhombic model also results in the lowest
optimized volume proving the importance of the closest contacts
for the packing eﬃciency. A somewhat diﬀerent picture is
observed for “EuAu6Ga6”. Although “EuAu6Ga6”- 1 possesses the
largest possible number of heteroatomic Au−Ga contacts, 144
per SrAu6±xAl6±x-type cell, and the lowest volume among all
alternatives, yet this model is 9 meV/f.u. higher in energy than
the experimental “EuAu6Al6”-based model (Table 4). The total
energies of the two most preferable (experimental) models for
“EuAu6Tr6” have been scanned versus volumes using VASP to
check any possible pressure-induced phase transitions between
the types. Atomic coordinates have been optimized for every
point before all total energy calculations. The E−V curves for
both models with Ga and Al are shown in Figure 5. Global
minima are observed for the orthorhombic arrangement for both
triels; however, in the case of the gallium-containing structure the
“EuAu6Ga6”- 1 appears to be the “high pressure” modiﬁcation.
Relatively low pressure (<0.1 GPa) would be required for a
transition from the experimental “EuAu6Al6”-based to the
“EuAu6Ga6”- 1-type arrangement. It remains possible that the
orthorhombic modiﬁcation may be obtained for III under
diﬀerent conditions because an energy diﬀerence of 9 meV is not
large enough to guarantee energetic and, therefore, structural
preference for the experimentally reﬁned composition Eu-
Au6.2Ga5.8 or the absence of any temperature-induced phase
transformations.
In summary, an analysis of the diﬀerent “EuAu6Tr6” (Tr = Al,
Ga) models reveals that these structures attempt to optimize
their total energies by maximizing the number of the
heteroatomic Au−Tr contacts; however, the energy diﬀerences
between diﬀerent modiﬁcations can be rather subtle. Another
critical component that should play a decisive role in the
assignments of atoms on intrinsic sites is the bond energy.64
Therefore, the −COHP curves and their respective integrated
values have been evaluated for the lowest-energy “EuAu6Tr6” (Tr
= Al, Ga) compositions (see below) to provide insight into the
bonding tendencies of these complex intermetallic compounds.
To examine the inﬂuence of the Au and Tr states, particularly
those states residing near the Fermi level, on the properties of
these compounds, we continued with an investigation of the
Table 4. Total Energies (Etot) versus Unit Cell Volumes (V) per Formula Unit (f.u.) of Diverse Coloring Models for “EuAu6Tr6”
(Tr = Ga, Al)a
Etot/f.u. (eV) V/f.u. (Å
3) Au−Tr < 2.85 Å Au−Tr allb M−M allb % < 2.85 Å % all
“EuAu6Al6”
Al experimental −51.498 239.1 256 280 432 59.3 64.8
Ga model 1 −51.420 243.1 112 144 216 51.9 66.7
cubic primitive, model 1 −50.870 250.0 192 240 420 45.7 57.1
cubic primitive, model 2 −49.743 250.0 144 192 420 34.3 45.7
“EuAu6Ga6”
Al experimental −44.498 255.7 216 280 436 49.5 64.2
Ga, model 1 −44.489 249.6 112 144 220 50.9 65.5
orthorhombic, model 2 −43.801 255.7 196 240 436 45.0 55.0
tetragonal, model 2 −43.730 255.4 88 120 220 40.0 54.5
tetragonal, model 3 −44.198 252.9 100 132 218 45.9 60.6
tetragonal, model 4 −44.099 253.1 104 128 216 48.1 59.3
aThe counts of the short (d < 2.85 Å) and all Au−Tr contacts within one unit cell of the coloring models are listed in the columns 3 and 4,
respectively, while their percentage contributions to all M−M contacts (column 5) are provided in the columns 6 and 7, respectively. See also
Figures 4 and S1 for more details. bThis value indicates a contact number until a clear gap in the corresponding bond spectrum. Extra long bonds
(i.e., >3.5 Å) are not included in this table; however, they have been counted in the total energies calculations.
Figure 5. Energy versus volume curves for the experimental and
hypothetical “EuAu6Al6” (top) and “EuAu6Ga6” (bottom), respectively.
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physical properties and the spin-polarized DOS curves for the
Eu-containing compounds.
Physical Properties. Figure 6 shows that regardless of the
observed structural diﬀerences EuAu6.2Ga5.8 and EuAu6.1Al5.9
have nearly identical magnetic properties. Both compounds
order magnetically at TC = 6 K (Figure 6a) and their
magnetization isotherms, M(H), measured below the ordering
temperature clearly indicate ferromagnetic ground states (Figure
6b). TheM(H) isotherms of EuAu6.2Ga5.8 at 5 and 10 K (Figure
6b) are typical for a material undergoing second-order
paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition and there is no indication
of metamagnetism.
The aluminide exhibits a minor anomaly at 240 K on its
temperature-dependent data, M(T), which is attributed to a
small amount of an unidentiﬁed impurity phase. Although it is
hard to spot this anomaly on the measuredM(T) data of Figure
6a, it was observed on the inverse magnetic susceptibility data
(χ−1(T)) of EuAu6Al6 (Supporting Information, Figure S5);
therefore, the Curie−Weiss ﬁt of this compound was performed
in the range of temperatures from 250 to 300 K only. A similar
anomaly is not observed for EuAu6.2Ga5.8 and the Curie−Weiss
ﬁt conﬁrms linearity of the χ−1(T) data above TC for the gallide
(inset to Figure 6a). The eﬀective magnetic moments calculated
from the Curie−Weiss ﬁts are identical, 8.3(1) μB/f.u., for both
compounds. They are close, if slightly above, the theoretical gJ[J(J
+ 1)]1/2 value of 7.94 μB/Eu
2+ clearly indicating the divalent state
of europium. The Weiss temperature for EuAu6.2Ga5.8 is θp =
6(1) K, in perfect agreement with TC. Orthorhombic
EuAu6.1Al5.9 has θp = 13(1) K, but this value may be less accurate
due to the narrower range of temperatures used in the ﬁt.
The ordered moments of both compounds measured at 2 K
again are practically the same (within the experimental error) and
equal to 7.35(3) μB/f.u. (Figure 6b). Given that Au, Al, and Ga
atoms can be considered as nonmagnetic, and that 7 μB are due to
a 4f spin moment of Eu2+, the remaining part of the measured
moment (0.35 μB) most likely comes from polarized Eu 5d bands
that take part in RKKY interactions, although one cannot
completely exclude a minor potential contribution from p and d
bands of nominally nonmagnetic constituents as well.
Electronic Structure. To provide insights into composi-
tion−structure−property relationships of the title compounds
III and IV, density functional theory (DFT)-based band
structure calculations were performed for tetragonal “Eu-
Au6Ga6”- and orthorhombic “EuAu6Al6”-based coloring models
having the lowest total energies (see Coloring Models and Total
Energies). In the orthorhombic structure the mixed M sites are
fully assigned to the major component aluminum, whereas the
M6 positions are completely assigned to gallium in the tetragonal
structure. Additionally, the M5 sites were occupied according to
the lowest total energy coloring scheme of the “EuAu6Ga6”
model 1 (see Supporting Information). The magnetic data of
tetragonal EuAu6.2Ga5.8 (III) and orthorhombic EuAu6.1Al5.9
(IV) not only indicate ferromagnetic ground states for both
compounds, but also point to a divalent behavior of Eu with
rather localized 4f states (see Physical Properties). To account
for the strong correlations within the Eu-4f states, an on-site
Coulomb interaction term was added to the Kohn−Sham
Hamiltonian of all spin-polarized, VASP-based band structure
calculations on “EuAu6Ga6” and “EuAu6Al6” (see Computational
Details).
A comparison of the spin-polarized DOS curves for tetragonal
“EuAu6Ga6” and orthorhombic “EuAu6Al6” (Figures 7, S2 and
S3) reveals ferromagnetic ground states for both structures
because the spin-up and spin-down contributions, especially
those bands arising from the Eu-4f atomic orbitals (AO), do not
superimpose. Furthermore, these diﬀerences between the spin-
polarized DOS curves suggest that the magnetic responses stem
primarily from the Eu-4f states, which is in fair agreement with
the magnetic data of both EuAu6.2Ga5.8 and EuAu6.1Al5.9. The
small dispersions of the bands accounting for the Eu-4f orbitals
lead to peaks at 3.24 and 10.30 eV for “EuAu6Ga6” and 5.36 and
12.19 eV for “EuAu6Al6” inferring rather localized (core-like)
states. The large exchange splitting of the 4f states as well as the
theoretical magnetic moments of 6.9 μB/Eu for both “EuAu6Ga6”
and “EuAu6Al6” are not only in good agreement with the
magnetization data of EuAu6.2Ga5.8 and EuAu6.1Al5.9, but also
followHund’s rule for an orbitally nondegenerate S state ion with
a half-ﬁlled f7-shell, for which the orbital momentum vanishes (L
= 0, J = S = 7/2). As a result, direct f−f interactions are hindered,
and themagnetic and electronic properties are determined by the
states near the Fermi level, EF.
An inspection of the energy regions around EF reveals
signiﬁcant contributions from the Au-5d AOs, which reside
primarily between −2.90 and 0.65 eV for “EuAu6Ga6”and −1.46
Figure 6.Magnetic properties of EuAu6.2Ga5.8 and EuAu6.1Al5.9 compounds: (a) temperature-dependent magnetization measured in 1 kOe applied dc
magnetic ﬁeld (the inset shows inverse magnetic susceptibility of the tetragonal EuAu6.2Ga5.8, and the Curie−Weiss ﬁt is represented by the red line); (b)
isothermal magnetization of EuAu6.2Ga5.8 measured at T = 2, 5, and 10 K and that of EuAu6.1Al5.9 measured at 2 K.
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and 2.48 eV for “EuAu6Al6” with minor contributions from the
Eu-5d and Tr-p (Tr = Al, Ga) AOs, respectively. Because the
Fermi levels fall in broad pseudogaps in the DOS curves of
“EuAu6Ga6” and “EuAu6Al6”, electronically favorable situations
can be inferred for both structures. Adding two valence electrons
(VE)/f.u. to the gallium-containing system (going from 26 to 28
VE/f.u.) places EF at a peak above this pseudogap in the DOS
curve indicating an electronic instability. In “EuAu6Al6” (26 VE/
f.u.), however, this peak corresponds to 2.5 additional VE/f.u.,
which points to a somewhat broader electronic ﬂexibility relative
to “EuAu6Ga6”. To clarify this outcome and its origin, especially
in light of geometrical aspects, in more detail, we followed up
with a (chemical) bonding analysis.
Chemical bonding analyses of “EuAu6Ga6” and “EuAu6Al6”
were completed based on the crystal orbital Hamilton
populations (COHP) curves (Figure 8) and their respective
integrated values (Tables 5, S2 and S3), which were obtained
from the TB-LMTOmethod (see Computational Details). Since
the VASP-based band structure calculations on both structures
indicated small dispersions for the Eu-4f bands, these states were
treated as core-like in all TB-LMTO computations in accord with
previously reported calculations on R-containing intermetal-
lics.83−85
An inspection of the −COHP curves for “EuAu6Ga6” and
“EuAu6Al6” reveals that signiﬁcant Au−Tr-bonding interactions
reside, respectively, between −10.51 eV and −4.15 eV and
between −10.25 eV and −4.12 eV arising from the Au−Tr
contacts within the tetrahedral stars, snub cubes and empty
icosahedra. The cumulative integrated −COHP (ICOHP)
values of these interactions contribute 67.95% for Tr = Ga and
67.78% for Tr = Al to the total bonding of their respective
structures (Table 5). A comparison of these percentage
contributions to those of the homoatomic Au−Au and Tr−Tr
as well as heteroatomic Au−Eu and Tr−Eu contacts (Table 5)
substantiates the dominant factor of Au−Tr bonding to the total
bonding energies of these structures.
The homoatomic Au−Au interactions cross from bonding to
antibonding states at−4.66 eV for Tr =Ga and−5.21 eV for Tr =
Al, are optimized at −1.42 eV for “EuAu6Ga6” and −1.40 eV for
“EuAu6Al6” and remain nonbonding until the Fermi level. The
occupation of antibonding Au−Au states at such energies infers
less bonding character relative to the Au−Tr, Au−Eu, Tr−Eu,
and Tr−Tr interactions; yet, the Au−Au −ICOHP/bond values
(Table 5) indicate net bonding character for these contacts,
which are located in the Eu@(AuTr)24 snub cubes and (AuTr)12
icosahedra. The antibonding Au−Au −COHPs originate from
the repulsion of the ﬁlled Au-5d states, which is typically
observed for Au-rich compounds.90 Because −ICOHP values
have a tendency to scale similarly to bond strength, the
magnitude of the −ICOHP values will increase, if the bond
Figure 7. Spin-polarized DOS (VASP) curves of the tetragonal
“EuAu6Ga6” (top, a) and the orthorhombic “EuAu6Al6” (bottom, b):
the DOS curves clearly reﬂect the ferromagnetic orderings for both
structures with the magnetic responses arising from the Eu-4f states.
Figure 8. COHP (TB-LMTO) curves of the tetragonal “EuAu6Ga6”
(top, a) and the orthorhombic “EuAu6Al6” (bottom, b): valence electron
counts of 26 correspond to EuAu6Tr6 compositions (Tr = Al, Ga), while
counts of 27 and 27.3 VEs are accomplished for AeAu7Tr6 and Al-richer
compositions, as e.g., AeAu5.36Al6.64, respectively.
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lengths decrease. For instance, the Ga−Ga separations within the
tetrahedral stars in “EuAu6Ga6” range from 2.854 to 3.160 Å and
show minor −ICOHP values between 0.8792 and 0.3418 eV/
bond. On the other hand, the small orbital overlap populations
and −ICOHP values of the Au/Tr−Eu contacts indicate a less
bonding (“covalent”) character relative to the Au−Tr, Au−Au,
Tr−Tr interactions, which is a common feature of europium-
containing, polar intermetallic compounds.89
The orbital overlap population analysis for both structures
substantiates the dominant role of the heteroatomic Au−Tr
interactions, which change from bonding to antibonding states at
0.30 eV for “EuAu6Ga6” and at 0.78 eV for “EuAu6Al6”. Since Al
(1.61) is less electronegative than Ga (1.81) according to Allred’s
electronegativities,91 one would expect more electron withdrawal
fromGa rather than Al and less bonding character for the Au−Ga
contacts. As well, the examination of the structural preferences
for these compounds (see Site Preference, Ordering and
Coloring Models and Total Energies) has emphasized the
relevance of the speciﬁc local atomic environments for the
proportion of the heteroatomic Au−Tr contacts, particularly,
those short separations (<2.85 Å; Table 4) providing large
contributions to the total bonding. Geometrical analyses and
inspections of the orbital overlap populations of the two models
revealed that there is a smaller fraction of short Au−Tr contacts
with large−ICOHP values in “EuAu6Ga6” than in the aluminum-
containing model. From the overlap populations the vast
majority of the bonding interactions reside between these
short Au−Tr separations, which eﬀect the relative positions of
the antibonding states. Accordingly, the Au−Ga bonding
interactions are fully occupied for valence electron counts
(vec) of 27 VE/f.u., while 27.3 VE/f.u. are required to saturate
the Au−Al bonding states. These vecs correspond to electron
concentrations of e/a = 2.08 for “EuAu6Ga6” and e/a = 2.10 for
the aluminum-containing structure, which correlates well with
the experimentally observed tendencies (Table 1).
To ascertain the general bonding features determined from an
analysis of the−COHP curves for these compounds, we followed
up with an examination of the electron-localization function
(ELF) for “EuAu6Ga6” (Figure 9a,b). An inspection of the ELF
reveals that isosurfaces with ηiso > 0.85 are evident around the
gallium atoms and encapsulate the nonbonding (core) attractor
domains, while isosurfaces with low η values are manifested in the
spheres around the europium atoms and the centers of the
(AuGa)12 icosahedra. The bifurcation at η
iso = 0.25, shown in
Figure 9c, separates the common Au−Ga valence domain from
four atomic spheres at europium. The isosurface of ηiso = 0.50,
which typically indicates an electron-gas-like pair probability,
forms channels within the Au−Ga network, in particular, those
domains surround the tetrahedral stars. This outcome indicates
that the spheres of the (AuGa)24 snub cubes, the empty (AuGa)12
icosahedra and (AuGa)8 tetrahedral stars may be depicted as
bonding attractors, which is in fair agreement with the bonding
analysis based on the −COHP curves.
Table 5. Distance and −ICOHP/Bond Ranges, Average −ICOHP/Bond, Cumulative −ICOHP/per Cell and Percentage
Contributions of the Various Interactions in “EuAu6Ga6” and “EuAu6Al6”
interaction distance ranges [Å] −ICOHP/bond ranges [eV/bond] ave. −ICOHP/bond [eV/bond] cum. −ICOHP/per cell contribution [%]
“EuAu6Ga6”
Au−Au 2.938−3.627 1.0110−0.0518 0.6377 33.1627 11.18
Au−Ga 2.567−3.160 2.1373−0.3992 1.3993 201.5029 67.95
Ga−Ga 2.700−3.160 1.3338−0.3418 0.9128 32.8623 11.08
Au−Eu 3.461−3.784 0.4012−0.2796 0.3491 16.7581 5.65
Ga−Eu 3.546−3.843 0.3476−0.2085 0.2559 12.2832 4.14
“EuAu6Al6”
Au−Au 2.840−3.472 1.2194−0.0940 0.8793 77.3803 11.58
Au−Al 2.528−3.037 2.2509−0.5954 1.5841 453.0667 67.78
Al−Al 2.741−2.987 1.2157−0.5418 0.9523 72.3735 10.83
Au−Eu 3.507−3.688 0.5014−0.3048 0.3754 36.0343 5.39
Al−Eu 3.495−3.721 0.3383−0.2777 0.3077 29.5390 4.42
Figure 9. Electron-localization functions (ELF; VASP) in “EuAu6Ga6”: ELF diagram of the planes intersecting the tetrahedral stars and icosahedra (a
and b). The ELF isosurface is shown for ηiso = 0.25 (c), while gold, europium, and gallium are represented by the yellow, blue, and red atoms,
respectively.
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■ CONCLUSIONS
Structures of a series of complex metallic alloys that form in Ae−
Au−Tr (Ae = Ba, Eu; Tr = Al, Ga) systems and are related to the
NaZn13 type and its derivatives feature Ae@(AuTr)24-type snub
cubes, empty or partially centered icosahedra, (AuTr)12+x, and
(AuTr)8-fashioned tetrahedral stars. Site populations exhibit
intricate coloring schemes that depend on the local symmetry of
the respective system. A theoretical analysis of possible coloring
schemes for two Eu-containing models with the idealized
compositions “EuAu6Ga6” and “EuAu6Al6” indicates that the
absolute energy diﬀerences between two dissimilar structure
types are relatively small. Hence, the driving force for stabilizing
these structures is maximizing the number of heteroatomic Au−
Tr bonds, which decreases the total energies and leads to the
electronically most favorable conﬁguration.
From the overlap populations of these conﬁgurations it is also
evident that the vast majority of the bonding populations stem
from the Au−Tr contacts. Because the Fermi levels fall in broad
pseudogaps both for “EuAu6Ga6” and “EuAu6Al6”, electronically
favorable situations can be inferred for both models, in which
(chemical) bonding is optimized by full occupation of the Au−Tr
bonding interactions. The band structure calculations are in full
agreement with the magnetic property data of EuAu6Tr6 (Tr =
Ga, Al), which point to an S state with a half-ﬁlled f7-shell for
europium. The spin-polarized DOS curves as well as isothermal
magnetization curves of EuAu6Tr6, which show ferromagnetic
transitions at TC = 6 K, suggest long-range ferromagnetic
coupling for these compounds.
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